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Why you 
are here today!

To Learn: 
How you can evaluate the 
effectiveness of your PSH 
programs beyond simply their 
housing retention rates. 

How PSH can be re-tooled to 
help people with serious 
illnesses, behavioral health 
issues, physical disabilities, 
and people who are elderly, 
maintain housing stability.



Truth or Myth

PSH programs are not equipped to serve 
high-need people being referred to them by 
coordinated entry?



Truth or Myth

Adults with serious and persistent mental illness 
(SPMI) can live on their own.

Adults who are actively using drugs and alcohol 
can maintain a safe apartment. 

Seniors aging in their apartments can live on 
their own and meet their activities of daily living 
(ADL’s). 



Answer: Truth! 

Here is why:

To do this work you must believe that:

Everyone is Able to live a Purposeful Individualized 
life in Housing.



Changed 
Behavior 

If we are seeing struggles 
with our tenants living in 
independent housing, and
we are seeking solutions…

 Then we are seeking 
answers on how to change 
behavior! 



Uniquely Different!

In order to change 
behavior we have to 
remember that: We are serving people 

who are are all 
uniquely different!



Changed Behavior: SW 101 (Housing Twist)

Everyone is Able to live a Purposeful Individualized life in 
Housing. 
➔ Engagement 
➔ Assessment
➔ Plan
➔ Intervention/Implementation &
➔ Hope This is the answer to the “How”!



Engagement

Engagement: Is the process of how we build 
connection!
✓ Building Trust
✓ Being Consistent
✓ Being Vulnerable 
✓ Being Authentic
✓ Being Culturally aware and appropriate
✓ Relating
✓ Exploring interest and wants 
✓ Showing people we have their best interest 

in heart



Assessment Assessment: Is the process of 
UNDERSTANDING!

★ Use your Motivational Interviewing 
Skills 

★ Get curious about who you are 
serving

★ Identify Strengths
★ Identify Barriers
★ Identify Needs
★ Identify Goals! NOT your goals- ask 

your tenants about their Individual 
Goals!

★ FIND OUT YOUR INDIVIDUAL'S 
WHY!

★ The WHY leads you to exploring 
solutions!



Plan

✓ Developing a realistic Plan to Reach whose goals?: Our tenants Goals!
✓ How do you develop this plan?: By being Person Centered 
✓ Creating this Plan:With your tenants! Their: PSH Team, treatment providers, doctors, natural supports, 

family, friends, neighbors
✓ Their goals must be SMART Goals - Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Time Framed
✓ THINK out of the box!
✓ Get in their shoes
✓ Be Creative!
✓ Get trained in not only writing Person Centered Treatment Plans but IMPLEMENTING Person Centered 

Treatment! 



Coordination of Care!

PSH Team & Other Tx Providers

- Become aware of the responsibility of your client’s Mental Health Tx 
providers and/or other Treatment providers

- Define Roles, Responsibilities and Expectations of each other
- Create Space to hold difficult conversations and hold each other 

accountable
- Create Tx plans together
- Create a recurring coordination meeting with and without clients to: Review 

Goals, Progress, Barriers, Reassess, Re-plan, try new interventions 



Interventions & Implementation 

★ Go out and do it! 
★ Be willing to deliver Harm Reduction Services (substance use, eating, hygiene, safe sex, etc)
★ Be willing to be unconventional
★ Explore Community and Government Resources
★ Keep in mind burnout of your staff during this process and assess for burnout
★ Provide training
★ Support! Supervision!
★ Bring your whole self to work and encourage your staff to do the same!

○ It builds connection! 
○ It creates parallels from- Upper Management- to direct level staff- to who we serve



HOPE

Webster Definition: To 
desire with expectation of 
obtainment or fulfillment!

If we don’t believe in our 
folks who will?



Evaluate

How you can evaluate the effectiveness of your PSH programs beyond simply their housing retention rates. 

★ You determine your outcomes based off what your clients goals are
★ What is working well?
★ What is not working so well?
★ But remember recovery is a process and it is unique to every individual
★ Some factors can include: 

○ Connection to Treatment providers, family, friends, neighbors, community
○ Decreased ER visits
○ Established Physical Health Care 
○ Employment
○ Hobbies



How Can PSH be 
Re-Tooled ? Answer: Remember!

Everyone is Able to live a Purposeful 
Individualized life in Housing. 

Your tools: Engage, Assess, Intervene, 
Implement, and instill Hope.

You all can do this by being creative, 
innovative, curious, non judgmental, 
person focused, and adaptive. 



Take Away! 
We are still believing that people 
must live a certain way in their 
homes; so until we start creating 
ways for people to live in housing the 
way that works best for them we 
won't see success.

REFRAME 
When we start creating ways for 
people to live in housing the way 
that works best for them we will 
start to see success. 
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